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Abstract. Background: Literature describes a big potential for reuse of clinical patient data. A clinical data warehouse (CDWH) is a means for that. Objectives: To support management and maintenance of processes extracting, transforming and loading (ETL) data into CDWHs as well as to ease reuse of metadata between regular IT-management, CDWH and secondary data users by providing a modeling approach. Methods: Expert survey and literature review to find requirements and existing modeling techniques. An ETL-modeling-technique was developed extending existing modeling techniques. Evaluation by exemplarily modeling existing ETL-process and a second expert survey. Results: Nine experts participated in the first survey. Literature review yielded 15 included publications. Six existing modeling techniques were identified. A modeling technique extending 3LGM² and combining it with openEHR information models was developed and evaluated. Seven experts participated in the evaluation. Conclusion: The developed approach can help in management and maintenance of ETL-processes and could serve as interface between regular IT-management, CDWH and secondary data users.
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1. Introduction

Resulting from the broad adaption of information technology (IT) in hospitals, there is much clinical patient data digitally available. The use of such data for other purposes than the originally indented is commonly referred to as its secondary use or reuse [1]. The Medical Informatics literature describes a big potential for reuse of this data, e.g. [1]. There are still technical and organizational challenges related to secondary use of clinical data [1]. A clinical data warehouse (CDWH) is a facility addressing some of these challenges by integrating data from heterogeneous sources and making it available for reuse, e.g. for analysis. The process of Extracting data from a source system (e.g. a patient data management system), Transforming it into a target schema (for example a schema facilitating later analyses) and finally Loading it into the persistence layer of the CDWH (layer in which data is stored permanently for later reuse) is called ETL-process. These ETL-processes are typically complex and custom-made which makes their management and maintenance challenging. Established tools supporting the graphical user interface (GUI) based development and operation of ETL-processes exist (e.g. Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services, Talend Open Studio). However, to the best of the author’s knowledge there is a lack of established standards for the modeling of...
ETL-processes and the thereby processed information, which are suitable for supporting ETL-process documentation and IT-management.

Modeling techniques and tools aiming to support IT-management in hospitals exist for more than 20 years. Their aim is to provide information or to give the possibility for analysis of business processes, information objects, supporting application systems and underlying hardware [2]. An approach to interoperability between different healthcare information systems through shared implementable definitions of the clinical concepts represented by clinical data are clinical information models (CIM), also referred to as detailed clinical models [3]. CIM-based CDWHs have potential merits ([4], [5]). This work is based on the assumption that there is an overlap between the information needs of regular hospital IT-management, ETL-development/maintenance and users in data reuse scenarios justifying the effort for standardized and machine processable documentation of ETL-related metadata. Figure 1 shows this information overlap without trying to be exhaustive. Metadata needs are derived from Kahn’s proposed recommendations on metadata reporting for distributed data networks [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT-Management</th>
<th>ETL-development and maintenance</th>
<th>Secondary use metadata needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business process generating data / collection purpose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information objects [e.g. CIM representing clinical concept] / data dictionary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source system supporting business process / originating system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data steward information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data extraction specifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mappings from source to target schema</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL-validation / data processing validation routines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit trail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Information overlap between IT-management, ETL-development and secondary use.

Objective of this work is to find an approach for modeling of ETL-processes and thereby processed information, which can be integrated with tools supporting regular IT-management, can help in management and maintenance of ETL-processes and eases the machine processable provision of IT-management and ETL-related metadata for secondary use.

2. Methods

First, an expert survey and a literature review were conducted to find requirements for the modeling approach and to assess existing modeling techniques. Subsequently, an approach for modeling of ETL-processes for clinical data warehousing was developed as extension of an existing modeling technique. Finally, this approach was evaluated through a proof of concept (POC) modeling example and another expert survey.
2.1. Literature review on existing modeling techniques

In a literature review Pubmed, IEEE Explore and Scopus where searched for publications on modeling of ETL-processes. The search terms where developed iteratively for optimizing precision and recall. One reviewer included or excluded results based on previously defined criteria assessing first title, in doubt abstract and if necessary full text. References of included papers were also assessed. The final search terms as well as inclusion and exclusion criteria can be found in [7].

2.2. Expert survey on existing modeling techniques and their shortcomings

A survey employing face-to-face interviews or an online questionnaire depending on the experts’ availability was conducted to complement existing ETL-process modeling techniques as well as to find shortcomings of these existing methods and currently practiced ETL-process documentation (for interview structure and online questionnaire see [7]). Experts were selected from the clinical data warehousing staff at Hannover Medical School (MHH) and from members of the HiGHmed consortium. HiGHmed is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under the Medical Informatics funding scheme, pursuing among others the objective to develop information infrastructures to increase efficiency of clinical research. These infrastructures are facing the problem of ETL-process documentation and metadata provision in a multisite environment [8]. Experts were recruited from all positions (e.g. ETL-programmers, data analysts, management) to gain different views on ETL-modeling and related information needs. Part of the interviews was a self-assessment of the presumed experts on their knowledge about ETL-processes.

2.3. Determination of ETL-modeling technique

Based on literature review and interview results, requirements for modeling of ETL-processes in clinical data warehousing were derived and prioritized as must-, should- or can-criteria. In a further step, evaluation criteria for the found existing modeling techniques where derived under consideration of their relevance for the objectives of the underlying master’s thesis [7]. For each found modeling technique and each evaluation criterion an assessment regarding satisfaction of the criterion including documentation of the corresponding reasoning was done.

A definition of the modeling process based on the most promising modeling technique was developed. The intention in this step was to keep the changes or extensions in the modeling technique as little as possible in order to stay compatible with existing tools and not to distort core concepts of the modeling technique.

2.4. Evaluation of modeling technique

As a POC an ETL-process from the MHH clinical data warehouse was modeled using the modeling approach determined in the previous steps. Criteria for the selection of the ETL-process for POC where pragmatic: access to the actual ETL-process and respective documentation, good reachability of the ETL-developer and already available CIMs.

Another expert survey on the resulting ETL-model from the POC, the determined ETL-modeling approach in general and potentials for improvements and further development of the modeling approach complemented the evaluation. The survey
consisted of a short presentation of the modeling approach and the POC results for the experts who participated in the first survey in face-to-face interviews followed immediately by a paper-based questionnaire (see [7]). The presentation was given in groups, the questionnaire was completed by each expert on their own. Criteria for evaluation were shortcomings identified in the first expert survey. Improvements on these shortcomings were assessed based on experts’ responses in the second survey.

3. Results

In the following, we briefly cover the results of the literature review and expert survey. We present the developed modeling technique extending 3LGM² in combination with openEHR information models and conclude with a description of the evaluation results. More details can be found in [7].

3.1. Literature Review and expert survey

The search in Scopus listed 299 publications, IEEE listed 420 and PubMed 13. From these 433 items, 76 were removed as duplications. After application of exclusion criteria on title and abstract, 55 publications remained for screening of the full text. Based on the references of not excluded full texts another 25 full texts were screened. Finally, 15 publications were included and found ETL-modeling techniques were documented.

Seven experts participated in face-to-face interviews. One interview was excluded afterwards, because the interviewed expert’s self-assessment on ETL-knowledge indicated a lack of knowledge on ETL-processes. Two experts participated via the online questionnaire. One of those questionnaires was not completed and thus excluded.

3.2. Existing ETL-modeling techniques

Literature review and expert survey identified six existing ETL-modeling techniques (origin from review or survey specified in brackets):

- UML-based modeling of ETL-processes described in [9] and [10] (review)
- UML-based modeling of ETL-processes employing activity diagrams described in [11]. This method builds on reasoning from [9] (review)
- Arktos – Graph-based modeling of ETL-processes described in [12] (review)
- KoMo – conceptual modeling of ETL-processes described in [13] (review)
- Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN 2.0) based modeling of ETL-processes described in [14] (review)
- A combination of an extension of the 3LGM² technique for modeling of hospital information systems described in [2] with standardized CIMs (survey)

The only modeling technique resulting from the expert survey employs 3LGM² because it was already in use in medical informatics research and teaching contexts at MHH. The idea to combine 3LGM² with a standard able to express implementable definitions of clinical concepts resulted from the information overlap depicted in Figure 1 and aims at increasing reuse of content definitions in different contexts.
3.3. ETL-modeling technique

The assessment regarding satisfaction of the criteria derived from the expert survey lead to the selection of the approach employing an extension of 3LGM². 3LGM² was combined with CIMs complying with openEHR [15], because the Peter L. Reichertz Institute for Medical Informatics at the MHH already has research activities regarding openEHR in clinical data warehousing (for example CIMs see [16]). However, other standards for CIMs could also be employed.

First development result was a mapping of required ETL-process components (e.g. data source, data input description, transformations, error-output description, data output description, integration target) into the 3LGM²-modeling technique. Second result was a reference model for ETL-process modeling with 3LGM² and openEHR defining required components and information to be stored in an ETL-process model.

Figure 2 depicts which kind of information is located in which levels of the model. The first level is a regular 3LGM² model for an organization supporting IT-management in general (for an example view on 3LGM² see [17]).

The second level sub-model gives an overview of an ETL-job by providing information on an ETL-processes’ data sources and integration targets. An example view is shown in Figure 3.

On the third level, sub-models describing the data sources (including a description of the data input from the source like tables, fields, datatypes, constraints or a CIM), ETL-job (transformations, error-output) and integration target (including a description of the data output by linking a CIM) are located. Figure 4 shows an example view for an ETL-job. Sub-models can be linked in models of higher level, supporting reuse of information on the different levels and thus, improving maintainability.

Figure 2. General structure of ETL-process models. S = Source, T = Target, Dashed-boxes: elements linking to sub-models, solid boxes: sub-models, arrows: links to sub-models. This is a modified version of a figure from [7].

Figure 3. Example view for the ETL-process overview sub-model (level 2). Round edged boxes: application systems, circles: interfaces, arrows: indicate directed data flow, small boxes with arrows: indicate links, e.g. to sub-model or CIM, cylinder: database.
A POC using the example of an ETL-job integrating assisted ventilation data from two different patient data management systems (PDMS) of a pediatric intensive care unit at the MHH into a common data model of the local clinical data warehouse revealed no issues.

All seven experts who participated in the face-to-face interviews participated also in the evaluation. Experts’ answers showed improvements regarding the shortcomings identified in the first expert survey. These shortcomings were (a) missing or incomplete documentation of ETL-processes, (b) too much time necessary to understand ETL-processes implemented by others and (c) data quality issues. On (a): Three of seven experts answered “yes” to the question if they thought that the modeling technique could resolve the problem of no or incomplete ETL-process-documentation. Three experts answered “no” on that question and one expert did answer neither “yes” nor “no”. Two of the three experts answering “no” motivated their answer stating that the approach first has to prove its applicability in practice. On (b): Four of seven experts answered “yes” to the question if the proposed modeling technique could resolve the problem of too much time necessary to understand unknown ETL-processes. Two of the three answering “no” to that question stated that the solution could not resolve the problem, but would reduce the burden. On (c): Five of seven experts answered “yes” to the question if they thought that this modeling technique could contribute to an increased data quality.

The experts’ answers also indicated potential for further improvements of the modeling technique. The experts mentioned:

- More elements for describing transformations (e.g. union, pivot, sort)
- More details on transformations and better integration with actual ETL-job, e.g. by implementing automatic information extraction from ETL-job files from common ETL-tools
- Functional improvements of supporting tools, e.g. regarding model analysis or merges of models
4. Discussion

Main result of this work is an approach for modeling of ETL-processes and thereby processed information based on 3LGM² and openEHR. The modeling technique can be applied utilizing existing tools. Evaluation with experts from the intended user groups indicate positive expectations regarding its application.

The approach utilizes existing standards originally intended to support regular IT-management and interoperability of routine IT-systems. Thus, there is potential for reuse of common information items from routine IT-management and clinical data warehousing. Such reuse could reduce the efforts necessary to curate models on both sides regular IT-management and clinical data warehousing. Furthermore, there is a potential to reduce a bottleneck experienced in clinical data warehousing which results from the dependency on knowledge and support from experts not explicitly participating in data warehousing, e.g. an operator of a source system [18]. Another potential advantage of the resulting models is that these could be a suitable basis for the automated extraction of metadata in secondary use scenarios as described in the introduction.

As some experts stated in the evaluation an obvious limitation of this work is that we cannot provide sound results on real world application of the presented approach yet. As a result, the potential advantages mentioned above are uncertain and practical issues hampering the adoption of long-known modeling techniques like 3LGM² [2] until today may remain predominant.

Despite of the good intention not to distort core concepts of the modeling technique the third detail level of the ETL-process modeling deviates from the original 3LGM² concept because it merges technical and concept layer. This is not inherent in the approach and could also be properly abstracted, but the proposed reference model merged it simply due to practical reasons.

As mentioned in the introductory section established tools supporting the GUI-based development and operation of ETL-processes exist. These were not found in the literature review although one could argue that such tools implement ETL-modeling techniques. However, ETL-process modeling techniques with a technical detail oriented perspective where not the focus of this work. The objective was to find a technique, which can help in management and maintenance of ETL-processes, as well as to serve as a kind of interface between regular IT-management, clinical data warehousing and secondary data users. Our findings indicate that the presented approach for modeling of ETL-processes and thereby processed information based on 3LGM² and openEHR can support that.
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